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Abstract 
This article examines the current conversation of inclusive writing in the technical 
communication field. Historically, the field of technical writing has been considered a 
straightforward and unbiased form of communication but I look to identify the pitfalls 
associated with these characteristics, specifically in the study of inclusive writing. By 
examining technical documentation through a traditionally gender-biased field of video 
game development, I present issues and suggest ways to implement inclusive writing 
through documentation. By envisioning and creating inclusive content in video games, 
we can expand these solutions to other areas of technical communication and 
strengthen the influence we have in our respective communities, ultimately benefitting 
the market, consumers, and communicators. 
Keywords: Technical Writing, Video Games, Inclusive Writing, Gender Bias, 
Documentation 
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Introduction 
Inclusive writing in technical communication is one example of a behavior that 
has become a valuable skill to learn in today’s market (Hundleby, Allen, & Sides, 2010; 
Whiteside, 2003). Inclusive writing has been discussed in technical communication 
papers, usually focused around writing to an audience with mental or physical 
disabilities as well as their use of new technology like websites and software (Browning 
& Cagle, 2017; Meloncon, 2013; Youngblood, 2013) and most often labeled as 
accessibility writing. But inclusive writing can be applied to technical communication in a 
broader sense by ensuring no group of people is excluded by barriers presented in 
technical works.  
Inclusive language can expand the field of technical writing and strengthen the 
sphere of influence writers have in their respective community. Technical 
communication is no longer a profession confined to writing printed pamphlets with 
detailed instructions, policies, and procedures. The profession has expanded into new 
media forms through the development of personal computers and the Internet, giving 
technical writers more creative options of production when entering the field. The 
expansion of new media also requires the expansion of diverse behaviors to 
communicate with the global audience (Henning & Bemer, 2016). 
A progressive area of technical communication in new media is centered around 
video game development in the form of documentation and marketing.  By using the 
gaming community to illustrate the lack of inclusive writing and the impact this has on 
the market, we can then draw parallels to other areas of technical communication to 
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showcase how inclusivity can benefit businesses, customers, and technical 
communicators. I will be looking at inclusive writing through a gender lens specifically, in 
order to point out exclusionary writing examples in video game documentation and 
propose solutions that can be applied across technical communication areas.   
Current Conversation: Inclusion and Technical Communication 
What was once looked at as a straightforward and unbiased form of 
communication, technical communication now more than ever needs to be aware of the 
audience and the contributions, emotions, and overall effects the writing has on society. 
The discussion of technical communication historically emphasizes the perception of 
technical communicators as being unbiased, dry, and succinct in order to relay 
information to an audience quickly and efficiently (Jones, Moore, & Walton, 2016).  
Earlier methods of technical writing placed little to no emphasis on the audience, 
but with the emergence of technology and the fast-paced turnover of information, writing 
can impact hundreds of thousands of people in an instant. The effect we have as a 
writer on society can be felt tremendously, so the emphasis on a social justice approach 
is necessary. This is where inclusive language comes in. By focusing on inclusive 
language in technical communication, we can further the field by excluding less and 
employing more.  
Jones, Moore, & Walton (2016) argue that inclusion and diversity in technical 
communication is sparse. While work is being done by scholars to discuss this new 
approach to technical writing, there is little evidence that can back up the discussions as 
having an effect on communicators today. The antenarrative that Jones speaks of, 
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revolves around the dominant and traditional perception of technical communication as 
apolitical and acultural. While technical communication can be seen in this manner 
harmlessly, ignoring the audience in the real world is hardly the approach needed to 
solve large issues. Technical communicators should be active and not passive, 
speaking to their audience and ensuring inclusionary techniques. Jones also argues 
that this field needs more focused studies on the way inclusivity has emerged 
specifically in technical communication and the strategies and approaches that can 
usefully extend this pursuit.  
When we consider our work as having immense power and social impact, 
approaching our work with an audience in mind, we then realize the power we hold. 
Acknowledging the social impacts of communication legitimizes us as a field that fully 
understands, appreciates, and addresses the social contexts in which it operates. 
The existing framework of developing and marketing video games is excluding a 
large market share of consumers (Marchand & Hennig-Thurau, 2013; Williams, Martins, 
Consalvo, & Ivory, 2009). I argue that the most common design and communication 
techniques being used in video game development are framing the space as masculine, 
dominating the conversation, and leading to pitfalls and exclusions that hinders 
participation, enjoyment, and skill of those that do not fit into the masculine audience 
that communicators are targeting in the market. By exploring areas in which exclusion 
occurs in video game development, we can explore theories and applications that can 
rectify these issues and be applied to other areas of technical communication.  
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Video Game Development: Looking at Documentation 
The initial step in focusing on inclusive writing in video games is first illustrating 
how game design fits in as a sector in technical communication, to then identify 
strategies technical communicators can implement. Video game development can be 
seen as an area of concentration for computer science or art professionals (Nystrom, 
2014; Schell, 2014), but technical communication also plays a major role in the 
development of video games and often gets overlooked. For example, most games 
have a game design document (GDD) which expresses the vision for the game.  It is 
developed in the early design processes and describes every aspect of the game like 
technical specifications, major plot points, character designs, project goals and other 
elements that control and lead all designers decisions while working on the game and 
throughout the development process, a living document (Levy & Novak, 2009). The 
team involved in creating video games falls back on this document to refer to design 
elements in order to stay consistent and on a specific timeline.  
While the person developing the GDD may not be explicitly called a technical 
writer by title, the aspects of their job are that of a technical communicator, requiring a 
writing style that is both clear and concise, and requires them to be a subject-matter 
expert in all facets of video game creation (Whiteside, 2003).  
Other examples of technical writing in video games come in the form of in-game 
text and design such as tutorials, instructions, and user interface. Post-production 
marketing of video games also employs technical writers to develop instructions, 
forums, patch notes, websites, and marketing material for the game.  
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While many senior professionals currently working in the field of game design are 
self-taught (Ray, 2004), the requirements and acceptable background of those looking 
to enter the field is muddled, considering game design is a new field that arose in the 
mid 1980’s. Leading textbooks in game design present the craft as either art or 
programming (DeAnda and Kocurek, 2016). The idea that a person creating a video 
game is either and artist or a programmer is a common misconception to those not in 
the field because art and programming are the most tangible products presented to the 
public as a game is released. While art and programming are large pieces to the puzzle, 
technical communicators are the ones that bind the game together with the area of 
expertise needed to bring a game to fruition such as project management, problem-
solving skills and technical knowledge (Whiteside 2003) even though their official title 
may not involve technical communication normally in the video game sector. Many of 
the fundamental processes of game design are also shared technical practices such as 
iterative design, prototyping, testing, and structured rule systems (DeAnda and Kocurek, 
2016). With this, it seems only natural that game design fits perfectly into a subgenre of 
the technical communication world.  
An Emphasis on Masculine Framework 
Right now, in certain industries, like technology, professionals are finding it hard 
to break the traditional molds of gender because the masculine or feminine roles are 
heavily woven into the basics of their communication structures (Grau & Zotos, 2016). 
Video game development is dominated by traditionally masculine framework and 
therefore an exclusionary space.  
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Throughout this article, genders will be referenced as male and female because 
these are the traditional lenses that are familiar to us. But in the current day, people 
under 40, both men and women are bending the traditional gender norms and settle 
somewhere in the middle of the spectrum (Kafai, Heeter, Denner, & Sun, 2008). This is 
why the focus on inclusion is necessary, to accommodate the entire gender spectrum 
moving forward.  
So why does our culture still associate technical career fields like programming, 
engineering, and science as masculine areas as well?  A majority of the businesses are 
perceived to be led by men (Terjesen, Sealy, & Singh, 2009), especially in the video 
game industry, in which we begin to see an inequality of gender represented as 
designers, developers, writers, and members of the community (Ray, 2004). We also 
see marketing bias towards males that doesn’t appear nearly as skewed in other 
entertainment mediums like television or movies (Kafai, Heeter, Denner, & Sun, 2008).  
It’s fairly easy to see why inclusive writing might not be on the forefront of their minds 
when designing games if the market has become an echo chamber of men developing 
and marketing games for other men to enjoy with no compelling economic or social 
repercussions. This problem persists in other fields as well, any field dominated by 
masculinity because of lingering social constructs.  
As Judy Wajcman states in her book, “Many of the most popular games are 
simply programmed versions of traditionally male non-computer games, involving 
shooting, blowing up, speeding or zapping in some way or another. They often have 
militaristic titles…highlighting their themes of adventure and violence.” (1991, p. 87). 
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This can be seen in the highly publicized game titles like Call of Duty, Doom, and Grand 
Theft Auto franchises where players are using traditionally masculine tactics of 
shooting, hunting, fighting, and using their male physique to conquer enemies. 
Wajcman also explores the idea that technology can reinforce the gender divides in 
society, men’s monopoly in technology creating chasms and barriers for women to 
overcome. 
The dominating perception in the video game industry is that the majority of 
“gamers” are males but studies show that the ratio of females and males playing games 
is hard to capture and the number of women playing can sometimes be counted more 
than men in some areas (Kafai, Heeter, Denner, & Sun, 2008; Paaßen, Morgenroth, & 
Stratemeyer, 2017; Williams, Yee, & Caplan, 2008). 
With the patriarchal market, games advertised to women include the “casual” 
game genre (“IAB Research,” n.d.; Laszlo & Committee, 2009) which are mostly 
mobile/smartphone games like Candy Crush or Cooking Mama. In reality, the label 
“casual” can coincide with “female” genre because game companies are insistent that 
women are casual gamers, especially when compared side-to-side with men. Women 
seem to prefer “casual” games because the only other choice of game are those 
considered for “serious” gamers, which are almost always marketed towards males 
(Lynch, Tompkins, van Driel, & Fritz, 2016; Near, 2013). 
 There is a large problem with female harassment in video games, as well, that 
has been widely studied but is just outside the scope of this paper. While gender bias in 
video game documentation allows these hostile environments to form, I am looking to 
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find the root of the issue, in exclusionary design, rather than discuss the symptoms of 
gender-biased documentation like female harassment and discrimination.   
Overall, the video game space is not friendly nor inviting to a female consumer, 
and could be considered hostile to women and anyone outside of the stereotypical 
“gamer” role (Cote, 2017; Kuznekoff & Rose, 2013). I believe technical writing could be 
contributing to these issues on a larger scale than we may perceive, starting with the 
GDD and structures of play.  
Understanding Gender Differences 
One of the more notable names in the discussion of gender and video games is 
Sheri Graner Ray, who explores new territory in the early 2000’s with her book titled 
Gender Inclusive Game Design: Expanding the Market which presents a revolutionary 
approach to solving the issues of traditional game markets by explaining the differences 
in gender play styles, stimulus responses, relationships with computers and more. By 
analyzing her approach to inclusive game design through a developer’s role, we can 
apply her suggestions to practical applications in a broader technical communicator 
lens. This allows us as technical communicators to better understand a concept that is 
too often seen only as a theory and in turn, visualize a tangible product that offers 
inclusion. By exploring her suggestions of gender differences, I identify the differences 
writers face when approaching an audience, so that I may be able to suggest changes 
to documentation in order to be inclusive.  
Ray suggests initially that somewhere there is a disconnect occurring in video 
games, considering the statistics during the writing of her book show women are in fact 
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playing games, but they are staying away from the traditional and mainstream market. 
By exploring that disconnect, we can be led to the source of the problem, most likely 
buried in the first page of the GDD where development begins. 
One approach to finding the source of the disconnect is by first studying the way 
males and females approach the machine in which the media will be consumed 
(personal computer, gaming console, handheld device, etc.) The question has been 
asked in studies regarding technology fields and gender (Gill & Grint, 1995) whether 
computers are inherently masculine by design, considering men have dominated the 
technical space. But arguing if an inanimate object is inherently masculine is irrelevant if 
we consider first how computers have been presented differently to men and women 
over time.  
By placing computers in traditionally male departments like the math and science 
buildings, by encouraging boys to use computers to play games but encouraging girls to 
use computers as a way to increase productivity, Ray suggests that culturally, a 
computer is presented and reinforced as a male object at a very early age. 
Even if we believe now that society has grown towards equal opportunity in 
regards to computer access for males and females, the way software and games are 
presented to males and females is then becoming the hindrance. Ray argues that 
traditionally women are offered software related to productivity and self-improvement, 
for example, a popular title Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing. Men are usually presented 
with software related to pure entertainment (Ray, 2004). There is a lack of 
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entertainment titles for women in the technology space, therefore women see 
computers as a tool for productivity, and not as an entertainment piece.  
This impression is slowly evolving with the adaptation of handheld smartphones, 
in which this new piece of technology paired with a traditionally “female” object like a 
telephone, and then presented to the market as asexual. The presentation of the 
smartphone as an entertainment piece for both men and women can be seen in the 
amount of women playing mobile games in comparison to traditionally masculine-
presented technology like PC or console games (Marchand & Hennig-Thurau, 2013). 
Ray suggests that this denial of entertainment technology is also the reason 
women are lacking in numbers when it comes to careers in technology. Being exposed 
to technology is a gateway into these careers, and having fun with technology is a key 
component to interest and learning in the field (Hamari, Koivisto, & Sarsa, 2014). 
Women can excel in technology as well, but only if encouraged to have fun with 
technology rather than pushing self-improvement and productivity mediums only. We 
are seeing more research in regards to women in technology and the positive 
implications of inclusion (Fisher & Jenson, 2017) since the publishing of Ray’s text. 
The next step in understanding the gender divide in video games is examining 
how men and women approach technology pieces like computers or consoles. I 
discussed that it’s being presented to genders differently, but the way people use 
technology like the computer is important to understand for this discussion. This is also 
important to the technical communication field specifically, as computers have made 
their way into the world almost as a necessity in everyday work. As Ray explains from 
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her findings within psychology research she quotes in her book, women approach a 
machine like a friend, companion, and a useful tool. They prefer to work with a machine 
which differs greatly when compared to men. Men see the piece of technology as 
something to dominate, overcome, and master.  
Now whether this is a result of socialization or other reasons, it remains to be 
studied, but knowing these gender tendencies can also help us close the divide in 
technology documentation.  
These generalizations, while specific in their categories of female/male 
interactions and preferences, should be looked at in how they illustrate the differences 
in people and the wide spectrum of audience differences when approaching technology 
rather than just a binary sense. If technical communicators are aware of these various 
approaches to technology rather than focusing on the “traditional” approach (for 
instance, aggressive writing rather than passive) then the inclusionary bridge can be 
formed.  
The last element to understanding the gender divide is through the different ways 
stimulation occurs. Ray presents psychology and evolutionary research that evaluates 
men positively respond to visual stimuli while women respond to tactile and emotional 
stimuli. When men see blood splatter on a screen or see visual effects for an explosion, 
they connect with the game. However, women prefer tactile feedback like vibrating 
controllers that jolt with in-game movement or an emotional investment to the story in 
order to connect with the game. Once again, these three types of stimuli preferences 
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can differ depending on the person, but being aware of all types and including that in 
the writing is crucial to creating an inclusive environment.  
By studying how genders interact, play, communicate, and respond to 
technology, we can then better understand how to design documents and games to 
accommodate a broader audience. By taking these differences and approaching the 
game documentation and marketing, we can begin to understand how to write 
appropriate content for inclusivity, regardless of gender, taking into account all 
preferences of play. 
Where Technical Communicators Can Utilize Inclusion 
After discussing the differences in gender, we can develop technical methods 
that appeal to various approaches rather than one, hopefully paving the way for 
inclusion where we can appeal to a wider audience in more than just a binary way. The 
heart of the game design is where the issues arise. If exclusion exists in the main GDD, 
the barriers will persist throughout the entire project and final product. The companies 
that have the most potential for growth are those taking female entertainment criteria 
into account when designing user interfaces, documentation, visual designs, marketing 
and more by capturing that untapped source of customers. But focusing on a specific 
gender is dangerous territory. Inclusion is key to break down these barriers. 
One example of a barrier I discussed previously was how genders approach 
technology with different attitudes, women see it as a friend and men see it as a foe. 
Let’s take, for example, a popular fighting game, with traditionally “secret” key combos 
that could be game-winners if pressed in the right order. But these secret key combos 
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are not found in the game manual, but instead found by trial-and-error key pressing 
while playing the game. By hiding these secret moves within the game, the game then 
becomes an enemy. 
 Players could see this as an obstacle to dominate and will have no problem with 
this style of play, considering their relationship with machines is dominating.  
Some people, on the other hand, may feel betrayed by the technology that is 
supposed to be helping them if they see it as a tool, no clues to these secret moves in 
the documentation of the game or in the game interface. This greatly interrupts the 
enjoyment of a game for a part of the market who looks at machines as a friend or tool.  
These barriers to play can be rectified by changing the traditional “secret-move” 
documentation. A technical communicator can do one of the following; include the 
secret move in the game manual, lead the player to these secret moves with tool-tips on 
screen via a tutorial or other method, or foster exploration in-game with puzzles that 
reward players with these hidden-move combinations.  By doing this, we can reduce the 
barriers to a potential broad audience that sees the computer as a tool, a friend, and a 
companion there to entertain and support. 
As Ray discussed, there is more than one way humans respond positively 
through stimuli; visual, tactile, and emotional. Adding socially significant situations in the 
storylines can increase emotional investment in the games. By adding some emotional 
involvement even in the slightest of ways can open up a game to a broader audience. 
We see this in Aristotle’s theory of pathos, appealing to emotions can be powerful in the 
hands of a technical communicator. The emotional tie-in does not need to be significant, 
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but can easily be added to the premise of the game like fighting for world peace or 
including a quick voice line about missing family back home. Adding a sacrifice or some 
backstory will build emotional stimuli to a game, which also brings players back to the 
game regardless of gender.  
Ray argues that specifying the planet, continent, terrain, and environment in the 
original game document as well will inspire the team making the game, and these small 
details will bleed its way into the final product even if the audience never knows the 
original back story or details included in the original game document. Including as much 
background information as one can in the original game document creates a cohesive 
design, placing all project members in the same realm of creation. Cohesion creates 
significant emotional and visual stimuli, appealing to a larger audience. 
If these game concepts that create barriers (e.g. plot, character design, 
aggressive style of play) are presented in the first GDD, we can only expect the final 
game will, as a result, also have barriers to entry like conflict scenarios, sexualized 
characters, hidden-moves, unintuitive user interfaces, and many of the others 
discussed. The technical communicator writing this document must then apply 
inclusivity approaches to their systems to avoid these pitfalls.  
A newer methodology in video game development is the Values at Play (VAP), in 
which designers and those engaged in science and technology can break the model of 
traditional design, creating games that explore ideas of justice, equity, and cooperation 
(Flanagan & Nissenbaum, 2014). 
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 This methodological framework, VAP, is comprised of three iterative activities: 
discovery to identify values relevant to the project (here we would inject inclusion as a 
value), translation to consider features and architecture used, and finally, verification 
that these values have been realized in the system. The three activities should be done 
synchronously and build upon each other. This VAP methodology can easily be 
translated to technical communication focusing on inclusion. By identifying these values 
in a simple three-step method, communicators can easily take this strategy and develop 
a straightforward outline for inclusion, especially for those not well-versed in inclusive 
writing and design.  This theory is new in terms of video game development and leaves 
much to be explored in future research and application. 
Games do not have to be “dumbed down” either, as some may feel could happen 
in the changing of video game structure that caters to a majority. Some examples of 
design elements that could easily focus attention to accessibility are interfaces and in-
game text. Intuitive interfaces are necessary to broaden the reach of the game, by 
making it accessible to all. This allows the technology to be a tool and not a barrier. Tag 
lines within video games such as hints on-screen, tutorials, or even menus that tell a 
player what to do can be considered patronizing when not said in the right tone or with 
the right words. Being too hesitant or too dominating can drive away players, who are 
presented with uncomfortable prompts. If a person is placed in a role where they do not 
know the rules or structure, they are left uncomfortable and unsure of what to do, and 
this exists for anyone who is placed in an unfamiliar role (Minkler & Biller, 1979). 
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A large market share of potential video game players, including females, are 
being stopped at the door by writers not using inclusive language, placing them in roles 
they are uncomfortable with through the writing (Fox & Tang, 2014; Lucas & Sherry, 
2004).  
As Hopp and Fisher (2017) explore game performance, they discovered that if 
females perceive they do not belong or will not be good at a game, they will not ever try 
the game. Their enjoyment of video games rests on their ability to perform at a high 
level (Hopp and Fisher, 2017). In turn, if the first language females see on a website is 
marketed towards men or if the game controls seem overly complicated, this turns away 
the female market. Also, females are less willing to take risks when learning, they want 
to know how something works before they attempt it (Gottfried, 1986). 
By situating the GDD in a lens that is aware of the audience and presenting the 
information from a common viewpoint, the reader can become more comfortable and 
sure of themselves, the role they will play, and how they can interact with the 
technology presented.   
The Sims Franchise: An Inclusive Example 
To approach inclusivity through game design, I look to the franchise The Sims as 
a gender inclusive title that has broken many stereotypes when it comes to women and 
gaming, which can be seen in their design of play styles, characters, and user interface. 
They employ many of the techniques that I have discussed thus far and I would 
consider them pioneers in inclusive video game design.  
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The Sims is one of the most popular video game franchises and also notes a 
larger female demographic than other computer games (Beavis and Charles, 2005). 
The interface is easy to understand, the character design is completely up to the user, 
and the mechanics of the game are unobtrusive. There is a pause button, allowing the 
player to interact with the world while their character is stationary, so a player can take 
as much time as needed to learn the game without feeling rushed.  
It’s an open world that allows for an infinite amount of choices, none excluding a 
character from doing something based on their gender, except for childbirth in the 
earlier versions of the game. A female could be an athletic evil-genius that liked to fish 
and could be designed with large breasts and green hair, if the player wished to design 
it that way.  
There is no storyline created by developers, any storyline that persists is created 
by the player during the game. The marketing for The Sims franchise did not tout 
extreme violence nor pink and girly items.  
In game, a player could spend all their time either building houses, decorating 
rooms, raising children, working overtime pursuing a career, discovering new items, 
building in-game relationships, setting people on fire, and many more.  
So, if we look to a game that tells us how to be inclusive, we can look towards 
The Sims for game design. They did not place players in a box, they allowed them to 
decide for themselves, and the communication used was the right balance of 
informative and inclusive.  
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Conclusion 
Currently, research in regards to inclusion and game design is centered around 
the topic of female discrimination in reference to the actual gameplay with situations like 
in-game harassment or overt sexual character designs that eroticize women (Cote, 
2017; Fox & Tang, 2014). Game design, hopefully being recognized as a new form of 
technical communication, lacks actual research surrounding the topic of the 
development process and the communication that is being presented to consumers.  
Looking through a female-lens, analyzing game documents and marketing, the 
majority of video games still cater to males, creating those barriers to entry for females 
as a constructed minority. There is a need for more primary research focused on 
inclusive design in technical writing, with an emphasis on feminism in order to form 
solutions to eradicate exclusionary content. If inclusive language is used versus 
traditional language, how does that affect game sales, the job market, customer base, 
and so on. 
Some say that if we move towards an inclusive approach to design, targeting a 
specific demographic will be more challenging with the upcoming generation because 
the lines will blend (Kafai et al., 2008). I believe if inclusion is taught and practiced, then 
marketing will become easier, demographics may no longer be a necessity and 
consumers can power the market with their buying power. All things considered, 
demographic marketing is exactly the reason why genres like “girl’s games” failed, 
developers focused on the differences in gender rather than the similarities, as seen in 
the design of “pink” games which centered around traditionally female tasks like 
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cooking, playing dress-up, and playing with dolls. When designing for an extreme end of 
a demographic, exclusion occurs and the possibility of market growth halts. The stress 
placed on inclusive design is immensely important so that companies can reach a larger 
audience, more than ever before. 
In the analysis of technical communication in regards to sexist 19th century 
sewing machine manuals, Durack (1998) writes of a supposed catch-22 we face when 
writing to an audience because we potentially participate in reinforcing the social 
constructs of gender. If we write inclusively, however, why are social constructs of 
gender necessary?  There is no catch-22 if we choose to write inclusively, the perceived 
audience is not seen in their differences, but in their similarities to which we focus our 
writing. I believe the movement towards gender equality and inclusive writing in this 
space will bring in more gaming minorities like women, and the diversity will drive out 
the traditional patriarchy structure of technology as a whole. 
If games are created with inclusion at the forefront, this will draw in more gamers 
that are currently minorities in this space. This then allows minorities to enter technical 
spaces from an early age. Since most technological professionals are self-taught (Ray, 
2004), it stands to reason that expanding the range in which games and technology 
target people will lead to more diversity within the field itself. The cycle then begins by 
making entertainment spaces into learning spaces. The ultimate goal would be to create 
a virtuous cycle of creating technical fields entertaining for women/minorities, so they 
purchase more and participate more. Therefore, this creates a bigger market with their 
purchasing power, which can then induce the virtuous cycle of attracting an audience 
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outside of the traditional designs, allowing them to enter career fields where they can 
use their voice to inspire others. Ray suggests a similar cycle in the lens of video game 
development, but this virtuous cycle can be applied to almost any field that is still 
experiencing exclusionary practices.  
While all of these suggestions and explorations help us understand a small part 
of what technical communicators can do to approach game development in an inclusive 
way, there are still many ways research can spur action and movement to put this 
methodology at the forefront of this field. 
In conclusion, it is unclear to what extent we are acknowledging whether 
inclusive writing works to close this divide. Not many studies have been done on the 
impacts of the current changes that have occurred in technical communication, but by 
bridging technical communication to the professional fields in which we are participating, 
like game development, we can start to draw convincing evidence that inclusive 
communication is key for the future. 
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